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is an advanced CAD/CAM software
for sheet metal nesting. It consists

of the Aurora series machining
system and the QuickCut

parametric milling system. The
unique software allows the user to

easily and quickly create parts, both
general and specialized, such as
screws for fasteners, reamers or

fittings. The Auroracadat machine
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is designed for cutting sheet
material with a thickness of 4 mm

to 80 mm, depending on the
purpose. The cutting tools are made
with FastCut technology ("quick-
quick"): the special "SolutionCut"
technology ensures that the tool

moves very quickly along the cut
line due to the special pace of the

tool movement. As a result,
workpieces are cut quickly, in

production lines, without disturbing
the edge angles. The latest

modification of the
AuroralAutoLine machine from the
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company "Auroraprint" is CNC
machines that process materials

with a diameter of up to 2500 mm.
Depending on the needs of

customers, the machines can be
equipped with an ACM automatic
workpiece movement in automatic

mode, as well as an automatic
workpiece cutting system (ACM

Drive). It is also possible to install
one of the automated blank cutting
systems from Optto. Sheet metal

processing. BLS 1 units are
designed for bending stainless steel
sheets. BLS series machines provide
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a wide variety of sheet metal
processing methods (modified

nesting, radial nesting, etc.). BLS
machines are equipped with the

FastDrive movement system (feed
speed up to 7 m/min), which

ensures the optimal selection of the
cutting angle for different materials.

High productivity, reliability and
quality are the main features of the
machines of the BLITZ series. In

particular, the range includes
machines from the Ayre series,

which can be operated in areas with
stable environmental conditions. To
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improve productivity and
performance, Agilent Technologies

engineers developed the PM4 to
help reduce machine operating

costs. The powerful ISD15 engine
from Siemens significantly

increases downtime and reduces
specific fuel consumption.

LaserJetPrint devices boast print
speeds so fast that they can print up

to 10,000 images or 1,000 A4
sheets non-stop. EMERTKI

technology from Agilent
Technology saves up to 75% of

energy
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